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The idea of an inherent structure of meaning in human

communication is identified as the message construct.

Traces of the construct in textbook models of the basic

communication process and in popular magazine images of

communication are examined. The argument is raised that

objectifying the message has resulted in a paradigm which

focuses disproportionately on explicit, representational,

and instrumental aspects of communication. An alternative

conception is proposed which would take into account

implicit, constitutive, and generative aspects.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

The term message evokes at least two quite different

meanings depending on how it is used. On the one hand, a

message may be a piece of discourse or text, "any signal or

combination of signals that serves as a stimulus for a

receiver" (DeVito, 1986, p. 201). On the other hand,

message may refer to the meaning, interpretation, or effects

associated with some collection of symbols or events.

"Getting a message" and "getting the message" may imply very

different experiences.

The remarks in a recent New York Times editorial play

on the difference: "Saddam Hussein could not have missed, or

misunderstood, the messages that the rest of the world has

sent him repeatedly....He surely cannot have missed the

message delivered last night by the waves of bombers and

missiles" ("What the Bombs Said," 1991). The passage

implies a determinate relationship between the two kinds of

messages. Whatever was said to the Iraqi leader, however he

might have interpreted the ordinary, verbal messages, the

author seems to say, their real meaning was manifested

unequivocally by the "bombers and missiles."

1
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The slippage between these seemingly denotative and

connotative senses of the word suggests that message is

one of the "conduit metaphors" (Reddy, 1979) embedded in

ordinary language about communication: the notion that

"meaning" is physically transported through a channel that

exists between people (e.g., "Did he get the point?").

There is a tendency, both in social science literature

and in ordinary social discourse, to reify the message, and

thereby externalize meaning as an objective characteristic

of communication. Faced with the discourse surrounding art,

science, politics, and an unending stream of information and

imagery, one may be inclined to ask "what is the bottom

line?" or "what is the message?" Often there is a sense of

urgency to resolve the ambiguous and changeable meaning

behind words and things.

One popular theory holds that meaning inheres in the

phenomena, and that conventional explanations or expert

judgments are the best guides. However, another perspective

asserts that much of social reality is constructed in human

communication (Berger & Luckmann, 1967); hence the

assumption that there is a message within every event is

problematic. Objectifying messages, one could argue, tends

to hold one's attention to the surface features of

communication, and to divert attention away from the social

and cultural context of meaning. In fixing on messages we

may learn more about words, but little about communicating.
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Statement of the Problem

A critical question for communication inquiry concerns

the limitations of an "objectified" theory of messages.

The present investigation explores the paradox of a

paradigm which operationally defines communication as the

exchange of messages, and which in doing so may actually

limit and distort understanding of communicative practices.

Communication theorists have argued in recent years

whether the field is in a pre-paradigmatic, a post-

paradigmatic, or perhaps a multi-paradigmatic state of

development. Outstanding examples of this debate are to be

found in the June, 1983 "Ferment in the Field" issue of the

Journal of Communication and the recent collection of

"paradigm issue" essays entitled Rethinking Communication

(Dervin, Grossberg, O'Keefe, & Wartella, 1989).

Despite disagreements over a range of issues, many if

not most communication scholars have tended to agree on the

desirability of focusing on process in human interaction

(Bowers & Bradac, 1984). The question then arises as to

what constitutes the data of interaction. In an early

essay, Dance (1967) defines communication as "the study of

the theory and principles underlying the origination,

sending, receiving, and interpreting of messages...." (p.

289). Millar (1979) states that "as a discipline,

communication is simply the pragmatic study of messages,"

but that like basic terms in other social sciences "message
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is essentially our primitive term and hence cannot be

precisely defined" (p. 52). Vague as the term may be, he

asserts, "The process of communicating, then, is one of

message-exchange...." (p. 53).

Similarly, Bradac (1986) claims that "for many

theorists the study of messages is central to the field of

communication" (p. 55). However, he argues that the

unresolved question of what "objects" constitute messages

poses a fundamental problem:

As researchers we have not worried much about the

conceptual basis for our message scrutiny....Until such

a basis is more firmly established there will exist an

essential--the most essential imaginable--limitation on

generalization: Some of our knowledge claims about

messages may not be about messages at all. (pp. 5-56)

In each of these cases, the theorists have an image, an

idea, or a construct in mind. In Kelly's (1963) usage, a

construct is a psychological schema or an incipient theory

about the nature of a phenomenon. I will refer to the

message construct to indicate the concept of

correspondence between message structure and meaning.

When a construct becomes elaborated into a theoretical

model such that more attention is devoted to working out the

details of the model than to the significance of the

original problem it illustrates, one may be said to be

dealing with a paradigm (Kuhn, 1970). Kuhn points out
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that the establishment of a paradigm signifies maturity in a

science in that it unifies what had formerly been an

inconsistent set of practices. However, a paradigm also has

the tendency to restrict the range of questions considered

legitimate and the methods by which they are investigated.

Marcuse (1964) points out that operationalizing

concepts is, in effect, a way of not thinking about them,

by reducing complexity to well-defined procedures. If, for

example, one treats a message as some sort of object or

constellation of objective characteristics which carries

meaning, then it is natural to see communication as a rather

straightforward and explainable process involving the

exchange of these objects. Marcuse (1964) argues that

extreme operationalism can become a kind of "one-dimensional

thinking" which disregards social consequences: "One does

not 'believe' an operational construct but it justifies

itself in action--in getting the job done, in selling and

buying, in refusal to listen to others, etc" (p. 103). I am

arguing that the message construct lies at the heart of a

message exchange paradigm of communication, which implies

that meaning is transferable between communicators. The

present investigation examines the influence of the

construct in contexts of research and instructional

practices, and uncovers some traces of its penetration into

popular culture, leading finally to a critique of the

construct in communication theory.

@$h
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Review of the Literature

Understanding the connection between symbolic

structures and the meaning human beings make of them has

long been a problem with the utmost practical significance.

Among early twentieth century approaches to the problem, the

"logical atomism" of Russell (Whitehead & Russell, 1910)

proposed that ideas were constructed from simple entities

logically and hierarchically related to one another, in a

manner similar to mathematical propositions. Influenced by

Russell's investigations, Wittgenstein (1922/1961) attempted

to demonstrate the logical form of language as the "picture"

of reality. Borrowing ideas from these philosophers, the

Logical Positivist school of the 1920s sought to devise an

"ideal language" for the sciences which would mirror

empirical reality and avoid the metaphysical connotations of

ordinary language (Hartnack, 1965).

Rhetorical theorists Ogden and Richards (1923),

linguist de Saussure (1915/1959), and semiotic theorists

Peirce (1940) and Morris (1946) proposed similar structural

models that depicted the relationship among objects, signs,

and sign-users. Toward an empirical structural model,

psychologists Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum (1957)

constructed a measurement technique for locating the meaning

of symbols in a three-dimensional, intersubjective "semantic

space."
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Among early communication researchers, 
Lasswell (cited

in Krippendorf, 1969) suggested that the techniques of

content analysis, long used to break down texts into 
their

"symbolic atoms," could also be used to predict which words

persons were likely to use to communicate concepts. The

perceived threat from demagogic 
propaganda during two world

wars, coupled with the growth of 
modern communication

technologies, propelled interest among researchers to

explain how communication influenced 
society (Delia, 1987).

One of the major developments in the emergence 
of a

social scientific field of communication in the late 1940s

and early 1950s was the concurrence among a group of

researchers on "a standard conception of the 'basic

communication process'" (Delia, 1987, p. 61). Lasswell

(1948) described the process as a series 
of elements: "Who

says what in which channel to whom with what effect?" (p.

37). By most accounts the most influential graphic model of

the process was proposed in Shannon and 
Weaver's (1949)

Mathematical Theory of Communication. The core elements

of their information theory model, corresponding 
to those in

Lasswell's verbal model, were connected linearly: sender,

message, channel, and receiver. To this one-way model,

Wiener (1948) contributed the "cybernetic" concept of

feedback, i.e., the response from a receiver which controls

the subsequent output of a sender. Like Shannon and Weaver

(1949), Wiener (1954) saw broad implications in the new
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theory, and suggested that messages were essential control

features in any biological, mechanical, or social system.

Books such as Schramm's (1954) The Process and Effects

of Mass Communication, Cherry's (1957) On Human

Communication, and Berlo's (1960) The Process of

Communication helped to establish the concepts of

information or cybernetic theory as basic tenets of

communication theory (Pearce, 1985). Despite modifications

proposed by other model builders (e.g., Westley & MacLean,

1957), the basic sender-message-channel-receiver model of

communication became both an orienting device to researchers

and a pedagogical tool for undergraduate instruction (Delia,

1987, p. 83).

Content analysis, in use since the eighteenth-century,

was given a new statistical foundation in the mathematics of

information theory, and became a favored technique among

mass communication researchers for decoding "cultural

indicators" in mass media messages (Gerbner, 1969). The

advent of high-speed computers propelled interest in the

coding and analysis of advertising, speeches, and anything

else which might be construed as a text or a message in any

conceivable medium (Krippendorff, 1969).

Since the first world war, most propaganda researchers

had assumed that mass-media messages produced direct effects

on changes in public opinion (Miller, Burgoon & Burgoon,

1984). However, some researchers (e.g., Katz & Lazarsfeld,
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1955) found little support for this "bullet theory" and

argued that opinion leaders and social networks mediate the

influence of public communication.

The Yale Group of Hovland and his associates (Hovland,

Janis, & Kelley, 1953), interested in processes of social

influence, realized that responses to a persuasive message

might be affected by interactions among audience members.

In order to study the optimal effects attributable to

messages, they minimized contact among subjects in

controlled experiments. The method of presenting a prepared

message to a pool of relatively isolated subjects who

respond in writing became--and largely remains--the standard

for message-based studies (O'Keefe, 1990).

It was assumed that once base-line responses were

established for a given "skeletal persuasive message," any

changes in subjects' attitude measures would be causally

linked to experimental manipulations of message variables

(Burgoon, Jones & Stewart, 1975). By having subjects rate

prepared lists of words or phrases on "semantic differential

scales" (Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957) or by similar

measures, researchers created and tested classes of message

variables (e.g., Bradac, Bowers, & Courtright, 1979).

Researchers also focused on more global characteristics

of message organization such as the use of "fear appeals"

(Boster & Mongeau, 1984) and "one-sided versus two-sided

arguments" (Jones & Brehm, 1970). The underlying principle

,. ...
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remained the same: "That objectively identifiable message

features...have subjective consequences and determinants...

and the antecedents for and consequences of these features

can be investigated publicly and empirically" (Bradac, 1989,

p. 137).

The methodology of focusing on easily identified

surface features or "phrase structure" of sentences had long

been favored in American linguistics (Hymes, 1964).

Increasingly sophisticated techniques of multivariate

statistical analysis came into vogue, driving empirical

communication research (Pearce, 1985). With skill in the

new analytical techniques one could research a small number

of messages and variables, and find a publishing outlet in

such a journal as Human Communication Research.

Miller and Burgoon (1978) observed that in an era of

growing interest in humanistic psychology many researchers

disavowed the manipulatory implications of the "persuasion"

label, preferring to call their research "compliance

gaining." A number of classifications of compliance-gaining

message strategies were devised (e.g., Marwell & Schmitt,

1967; Falbo, 1977; Clark, 1979). However, little effort was

made to replicate research or to integrate the findings of

different research groups, making generalization across

studies problematic (O'Keefe, 1990, p. 209).

The 1970s also saw an increasing turn in theory and

research away from the persuasive-effects focus and toward

---
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other aspects of interpersonal communication (Miller &

Knapp, 1985). Various theorists proposed that the

development of relationships depended on the exchange of

interpersonal information leading to progressively deeper

stages of "social penetration" (Altman & Taylor, 1973;

Miller & Steinberg, 1975).

Similarly, the exchange of messages was said to be

causally linked to the "reduction of uncertainty" in initial

encounters and in continuing relationships (Berger &

Calabrese, 1975). Message variables were said to "'give

off' information" about a speaker that a listener used to

make attributions of similarity, liking, etc. (Berger &

Bradac, 1982, p. 75).

In interpersonal research, subjects might be asked to

subjectively rate the intimacy of relational terms (e.g.,

"friend," "colleague") commonly used in conversation (e.g.,

Knapp, Ellis, & Williams, 1980). Cross-cultural comparisons

of relationships were made on the basis of frequencies of

conversational topics that were operationalized as objective

indices of intimacy (e.g., Gudykunst & Nishida, 1983).

However, to other researchers interpersonal information

exchange did not seem to explain the communication in

continuing relationships. Rather than the content of

messages they focused their attention on form and

pattern. Gottman (1979) noted the tendency for couples in

disturbed marriages to behaviorally reinforce negative-
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affect messages, and not to reinforce positive ones.

Sillars, Pike, Jones, and Murphy (1984) argued that couples

in troubled marriages frequently understood one another as

well if not better than did happy couples. Parks and

Adelman (1983) suggested that the quality of

"metacommunication" is perhaps more crucial to stability in

relationships than sheer quantity of exchange.

Metacommunication became the focus of a distinct

"interactional" approach to interpersonal communication

influenced in part by developments in psychiatry.

Psychotherapists such as Berne (1944), Sullivan (1953), and

Laing (1961) had theorized about destructive cycles of

communication and misperception. Among the most influential

theorists in the development of the interactional view was

Bateson. First in his anthropological field studies

(Bateson, 1935) and later in his work with psychiatric

patients (Ruesch & Bateson, 1951; Bateson, Jackson, Haley, &

Weakland, 1956), Bateson observed and described the

emergence of self-reinforcing patterns of communicative

interaction which seemed to lead to instability and

conflict. He suggested that difficulties often arose in the

failure to distinguish between logically separate verbal and

nonverbal messages.

Watzlawick, Beavin, and Jackson's (1967) Pragmatics of

Human Communication recast and popularized Bateson's

concepts in a "systems" perspective of mutually constraining
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interpersonal interaction. "Interactional" researchers

coded message exchanges as sequences of relational

control-gaining ("one-up") or control-relinquishing

("one-down") moves on the basis of inferred

metacommunicative intent (e.g., Fisher & Hawes, 1971; Rogers

& Farace, 1975). Thus, for example, Millar, Rogers, and

Bavelas (1984) proposed a "structural model" to predict the

likelihood of conflict from the frequency of sequential

one-up conversational moves.

Another area of communication research focused on the

structure of conversation as .a function of rule-following

(McLaughlin, 1984). For some theorists this involved a

top-down approach to conversational organization. Grice

(1975) proposed some theoretically universal rules regarding

the logical relatedness of conversational sequences, and

suggested that violations of these "maxims" were important

cues to the listener to infer the speaker's intentions.

Speech act theorists (e.g., Searle, 1965) distinguished

between the "illocutionary" or literal meaning of a message,

and the "perlocutionary" or intended interpretation which

together were said to make a complete speech act.

Other researchers took a bottom-up approach to

conversational organization. Using small segments of talk

as examples for detailed examination, Sacks, Schegloff, and

Jefferson (1974) attempted to derive implicit turn-taking

rules. Transcribing and coding recorded conversation for
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micro-level analysis was meant to generate empirical

evidence for the internal control of interaction through

message exchanges, as opposed to invoking external

influences such as power and status (Beach, 1990).

During the last decade or so, communication researchers

also seem to have been more concerned with the influence of

situation or "context" in persons' choices of, and responses

to, messages (e.g., Pearce & Cronen, 1980; Miller, Boster,

Roloff, & Seibold, 1987). Smith (1984), for example,

proposed a complex "contingency" rule scheme to

operationalize contextual and behavioral variables said to

determine message choices. Petty and Cacioppo (1984)

suggested an elaborate cognitive schema to explain

differential responses to messages in terms of motivations.

Ambiguous and metaphorical aspects of messages also

seemed to be of increasing interest among empirical

communication researchers in the 1980s. For example,

Bavelas and Smith (1982) devised a procedure designed to

measure the degree of "verbal disqualification" or

"equivocation" in a message (Bavelas, Black, Chovil, &

Mullet, 1990). Hewes, Graham, Doelger, and Pavitt (1985)

studied interpretative strategies for "second-guessing"

ambiguous messages. Hopper's (1981) essay on implicit

taken-for-granteds and Eisenberg's (1984) discussion of

strategic ambiguity represented two distinct approaches to

the issue of indirect communication.

-, ,: :
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Summary. Thus, in the last decades, messages have

been variously conceptualized as sources of information,

motivation, and control. As research moves away from the

study of direct message effects and toward more complex

constructs involving cognitive, situational, and language

variables, the term "message" becomes more deeply embedded

in the communication lexicon. Instead of an hypothesis to

be tested, the message has become an a priori assumption.

Wittgenstein (1953), whose linguistic philosophy will

be examined later in the critique, suggests that in order to

discover the meaning of a term one should look to the way

the term is used in the particular language game in effect.

The review above suggests that for many empirical

researchers virtually anything which can be bracketed within

the behavior stream, then coded and analyzed as a text,

warrants the designation of a message. Because language--

words, phrases, sentences--can be studied out of context, it

is easily assumed that speech or conversation which has been

transcribed into written form is similarly accessible to

analysis out of context. In this view, the constraints on

interaction are transformed into the constraints of grammar,

and communication becomes isomorphic with language. By

implication, the significance of communication is located in

the observable message object, rather than in an ongoing,

emerging, and contextual process. These are aspects of the

message construct I will explore.



CHAPTER II

PLAN OF THE STUDY

Significance

In the previous chapter it was suggested that the

message has been transformed from a common, metaphoric

expression for meaning into a paradigmatic construct in

communication theory. For a science of communication, the

convergence on studying messages would seem to lend a

measure of certainty and unity to the inquiry. However, the

field is presently undergoing substantial questioning,

particularly with respect to claims for its status as an

empirical science. Some of that uncertainty may well arise

from a perpetual failure to distinguish between words and

sense, a distinction blurred by the message construct. As

Bochner (1978) has observed, "The overriding problem is that

language has been treated as synonymous with communication"

(p. 182). Instead of behavior in a context with many levels

of meaning, communication becomes identified with one level,

the verbal.

Recent methodological debates in the communication

literature have highlighted substantive problems in

designing, conducting, and generalizing from message-based

studies of communication (Bradac, 1986; Morley, 1988;

Jackson, O'Keefe, & Jacobs, 1988; Boster, 1988). For Bradac
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(1986) the critical issue toward the development of a

"general theory of messages" centers on the determination

"of what sort of abstract or concrete objects messages are

and how these objects differ from other objects which are

not messages" (Bradac, 1986, p. 56). The problem, says

Bradac, is that some researchers invent the messages they

study, other researchers have subjects create them, and

still other researchers draw their messages from naturally

occuring interaction. He implies that greater consistency

in operationalizing messages would permit more valid

generalizations about communication to be made across

studies.

Much earlier Labov (1972) pointed out that in

researching the social significance of language one must

first determine what constitutes relevant messages in the

context under investigation. "By the time the analyst

knows what to count," he observes, "the problem is

practically solved" (p. 305).

As it turns out, the message construct stands at the

crossroads of some of the great debates in research

methodology and theory. For example, researchers argue

whether "coherence" in discourse ultimately depends upon the

subjective expectations and judgments of participants

(Kellerman & Sleight, 1989), or upon intrinsic and objective

characteristics of messages (Bradac, 1989; Jackson & Jacobs,

1989).
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In another debate Cappella (1990) and Jacobs (1990)

disagree over the validity of the "method of proof by

example" in interaction analysis, in which selected segments

of conversation are analyzed for empirical evidence of

generalizable patterns in discourse. Cappella argues that

the selection procedure violates the quantitative

requirement for scientific, random sampling: How is one to

know if the chosen discourse is representative of a larger

population of discourse? Jacobs (1990) replies that the

conversation analyst is less concerned with the probability

of occurrence of a given message pattern, and more concerned

with its meaningfulness as the solution to a typically

encountered conversational problem. As for the issue of a

self-confirming selection bias, Jacobs insists that the

likelihood diminishes within "a community of analysts who

actively set out to falsify the analysis in any particular

study" (p. 247).

What few of the debaters seem quite prepared to admit

is that each of them has learned to bracket and interpret

the phenomena of conversation in a certain manner acceptable

to their respective research communities. With few

exceptions, they argue determinedly that the source of the

meaning they perceive is located within the messages

themselves. Bradac (1989), for example, insists that

because a researcher can be trained to identify textual

devices which lead him or her to concur with the judgments
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of other researchers, this indicates that the devices are

real and intrinsic. Similar arguments are made that the

coding procedures of conversation analysis are analogous to

the interpretive processes of ordinary language users

(Beach, 1990; Hopper, 1990). Again, the implication is that

the message has a life of its own, independent of the

context of its creation.

While the methodological debates demonstrate an active

critical assessment of research design in communication

research, there has been relatively little critical

appraisal of the message construct and message exchange

paradigm. If one takes seriously the arguments of Kuhn

(1970) with respect to normal science, it is clear that a

tacit acceptance of the fundamental assumptions of a

discipline is virtually one of the prices of admission to

it. In other words, methodological skepticism within the

paradigm should not be confused with criticism of the

paradigm.

The point is that the construct, however much in doubt

or dispute, is deeply entrenched in the field. One

encounters the message with such regularity in the discourse

about communication that it becomes ever more objectified,

needing no qualification. Bochner (1981) questions the

practical significance of formal theory which seems to be

more concerned with "how best to measure a concept rather

than whether it is worth measuring at all" (p. 78). "When
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comunication is viewed symbolically," writes Stephen (1981),

"the study of overt behavior with its accompanying

assumption of sign-like relations between experience and

reality is not a study of communication" (p. 39). Moreover,

he argues that the researcher who assumes that communication

is essentially reducible to an exchange of object-like

messages is unlikely to be sensitive to the continuing

transformations of "phenomena" throughout the stages of

theorizing, investigating, and communicating results within

a research community (Stephen, 1981).

To take a concrete example: If a research team

believes a given message to be persuasive, but some portion

of subjects in a test do not, it is perhaps of more

practical as well as theoretical significance to ask what

kind of biases may be embedded in the research design rather

than what additional variables might produce the effect

desired by the researchers (Morley, 1988).

In order to contribute significantly to understanding

human communication, scholars need to critically consider

the theoretical structures which are imposed upon events. I

believe it is particularly important to appraise those

constructs which are not only employed to explain

theoretically how communication "works," but by implication

to advise practically how it "should work."

Sillars and Weisberg (1987) draw out a reductive

assumption underlying much of the literature in the field to

..........
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date. Communication is often treated as a "social skill"

consisting of "clear, consistent, direct, supportive,

focused, and reciprocal" exchanges (p. 142). "Competence"

tends to be construed as technical success in handling

information, and interpersonal difficulties are attributed

to failures in mastering the proven techniques. As a

consequence, they note, significant cultural differences in

expressiveness and contextual constraints in defining and

negotiating situations are systematically devalued against

the standard. "Failure to recognize social and cultural

diversity," they argue, "can easily lead to the assumption

that subcultural groups are inept at managing interpersonal

conflict" (p. 158). Communication models are not neutral

descriptions of natural phenomena, they are potentially

invasive and transformational instruments of social

consciousness and change (Giddens, 1989).

The present inquiry, then, constitutes a critical

inquiry into a mode of thinking about communication which is

historically and culturally specific, but which has been

represented as a universal paradigm. After examining

evidence of the limitations of the paradigm view, I consider

arguments for an alternative view which takes into account

some relatively neglected aspects of communication.

x N t4 p ae^ i M . -'2 !z-.;daft . ,:o ic+., ,,
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Scope

As the review of literature shows, the message

construct grew out of a consensus on the "basic

communication process," in particular the technical model

developed by Shannon and Weaver (1949). The next chapter

begins with a closer examination of the components of their

original representation, and discusses some implications of

their theory. In order to identify evidence of the message

construct in communication education, an analysis of the

communication models found in some current introductory

textbooks was conducted. In order to trace the influence of

the message construct in popular culture, a sample of recent

mass-market magazine articles concerned with practical

problems of communicating was reviewed.

Rather than employing an empirical, statistical

measurement, my analysis involves a critical interpretation

of the metaphoric language and argument in these

discussions. I examine a purposively-drawn sample of

teaching texts and mass-market publications dealing with the

subject of communication to provide a form of qualitative

grounding for the critique that follows. Arguments from a

number of theorists help to unfold the critique. The final

chapter acknowledges some of the obvious limitations of the

present study, recommends some future directions for

investigation, and proposes a different image of the message

in communication theory.
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Methodological Issues

Whether or not one acknowleges it, one's choice of a

research method is related to guiding assumptions, or

theory, rather than being a matter of selecting from among

substantially identical techniques (Bochner, 1981). Much

recent criticism in the field of communication has

questioned the appropriateness of methods derived from the

natural sciences to study symbolic human interaction

(Giddens, 1989), and the need to devise methods suited to a

more reflective inquiry (Morgan, 1983). Often, empirical

investigators conveniently separate subject and object,

treating one as a constant while manipulating the other

experimentally, under the assumption that there exists a

direct correspondence between them. For critical inquiry

such a separation is not justified given the reflexive

nature of communicating and inquiring (Kersten, 1986).

After decades dominated by more empirical research,

critical theory in communication has experienced a

relatively recent "return," particularly in the American

response to German critical thought in the works of such

scholars as Marcuse, Habermas, and members of the Frankfurt

School (Hardt, 1989). Marcuse (1964) distinguishes critical

inquiry from scientific research: "The unscientific,

speculative character of critical theory derives from the

specific character of its concepts, which designate and

define the irrational in the rational, the mystification in
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the reality" (p. 189). In essence he argues, critical

inquiry targets "the deceptive harmonization of the societal

contradictions" (p. 189).

Several assumptions of a critical approach that

distinguish it from a purely functional or interpretive one

are discussed by Kersten (1986). First, reality is socially

constructed in the practices of everyday life "under

objective material conditions. Social reality is both

subjective and objective...." (Kersten, 1986, p. 764). That

is, it would be naive either to suppose that persons simply

respond to a pre-existing world, or to suppose that the only

significant reality is private, subjective experience.

Critical inquiry, then, is concerned with both intended and

unintended effects of communicating (Giddens, 1989).

The second assumption noted by Kersten (1986) follows

from the first. A critical approach, she argues must deal

with multileveled phenomena. Attending strictly to

observable features of behavior is liable to yield at most

only half the story. As social reality becomes objectified

in everyday practices, it takes on the appearance of

permanence, although it must be recreated and constituted

continually in practice. It is in the interplay between

surface structures (e.g., linguistic forms, everyday

routines, taken-for-granted meanings) and deep structures

(e.g., social and material constraints, competing interests,

conflict) that social reality is formed (Habermas, 1979).

:e:: -: x 
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In any society, according to Habermas (1979) there

tends to be a dialectical struggle between the technical

interests of social control and production, and the symbolic

or practical interests of meaning formation and cooperation.

Critical inquiry involves uncovering and interpreting hidden

agendas and innuendoes which do not appear clearly at the

surface of language, and is concerned with generating

knowledge and understanding, not fragments of information.

The third assumption, then, challenges the appearance

of order at the surface of everyday reality: Social reality

is systematically distorted. This assumption forms the crux

of critical inquiry. In one sense, "systematic distortion"

refers to the continual transformation of social meaning

which occurs as a consequence of mediating processes.

Language inevitably alters that which it describes by

selecting and framing certain aspects of experience, while

simultaneously obscuring and denying other aspects.

At the level of deep structure, systematic distortion

occurs in the domination by certain class or subcultural

interests which obscure contradictions in social existence

by representing them as one, unbroken whole. In modern

societies, groups that dominate the means of production tend

to be in the position to dominate the means of symbolic

production as well. Symbol systems as well as capital are

exploitable (Bernstein, 1970). Bernstein's sociolinguistic

studies, for example, suggest that the English educational
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system helps to perpetuate the class system by favoring one

linguistic code typical of the middle class. Children of

working class families who fail to master the preferred code

tend to be discouraged from pursuing "higher" education.

Thus for critical inquiry it is a matter of the

research questions one asks and the interests served by the

answers to those questions, rather than the "reality" of

social conventions or functions that are important. There

is no one correct way to "see," no way of objectifying

complex phenomena. Rather the assumption is that distorted

perceptions can be "uncovered" by framing different

questions than those emanating from a stance of

"objectivity" or "neutrality."

One source of perceptions is the metaphoric language

used in describing phenomena. As scholars such as Burke

(1966) and Langer (1979) suggest, all language seems to

originate in metaphor--figurative, expressive, and

generalizing terms--before the stage of denotative usage is

achieved. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) note that metaphors

systematically focus attention on preferred images and

deflect attention from dispreferred ones. In the example

cited previously, the "conduit metaphor" (Reddy, 1979) in

ordinary language evokes a sense of concrete meaning

transferred through a channel, as in the expression "do you

get my meaning?" Like the psychoanalyst listening for

recurrent themes in the verbal monologue of a patient, the

, FIN , , om 
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critical researcher may look for metaphoric constructions in

text that reflect an author's implicit worldview.

Particularly, suggests Simons (1981), one should attend to

the "dead" metaphors which masquerade as neutral, denotative

scientific discourse.

Morgan (1983, 1986) has suggested that metaphors are a

particularly rich source for critical inquiry. If a

paradigm provides the ontological rationale for theory, and

a methodology provides the means to research, metaphors,

Morgan claims, express the favored epistemology of the

author. Metaphors constitute the author's.symbolic

constructs which guide the reader's attention through the

structure of the argument (Morgan, 1983, p. 21).

Method

The methodological arguments outlined above suggest the

necessity of moving between culturally grounded and

theoretically abstract analyses. The message exchange

communication paradigm did not spring full-blown as an

immanent archetype or an abstract idea. The literature

review above indicates that the original model (Shannon &

Weaver, 1949) emerged as a practical response to a technical

problem, and that it has become a paradigm by serving as a

guide to research practices. In the next chapter the model

is examined in order to unpack some neglected implications

of its components.
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To explore traces of the message-exchange paradigm

influencing basic communication education, five readily

available, current introductory textbooks were selected for

comparative purposes: Berko, Wolvin, and Wolvin (1989),

Communication: A Social and Career Focus (4th ed.);

Verderber (1987), Communicate! (5th ed.); Lucas (1989),

The Art of Public Speaking (3rd ed.); Osborn and Osborn

(1991), Public Speaking (2nd ed.); and DeVito (1991),

Human Communication: The Basic Course (5th ed.). While

these selections do not comprise a statistical sample

representing all perspectives in the field, all of them have

been produced in multiple editions by major publishing

houses and are reasonably typical of basic textbooks for

introductory courses.

Even with this restricted sample, the analysis was

necessarily confined to a narrow set of questions. In

particular I examined the definitions of communication, the

visual models of communication, and the descriptive verbal

imagery bearing on communication process.

In order to search for traces of implicit cultural

models and common metaphors of communication, approximately

two hundred recent magazine issues were surveyed for

articles which discuss or give advice on communicating. In

order to confine the investigation to a reasonable number of

readily available mass publications, a "supermarket

criterion" was employed to select titles, i.e., those
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typically found in Dallas area grocery store magazine racks.

Additionally, employees of the bookstore where much of the

search was conducted were asked for the titles of magazines

they would recommend to customers who might be interested in

articles about "communicating with friends or family."

Highly specialized or technical magazines (e.g., computer,

real estate, hobbies) were excluded in favor of general

interest publications with short articles. Ten or more

issues from each of 20 titles from fashion, business, and

general interest were surveyed from the collection in a

large used-book store.

For reasons explained in the study, I attempted to

select pulications which would appeal to women, to men, and

to both. The following surveyed magazines are clearly

targeted to women: Redbook, Ladies Home Journal,

Cosmopolitan, Working Woman, Working Mother, Family

Circle, and McCalls. The folowing are clearly targeted

to men: Gentleman's Quarterly, Esquire, M: The

Civilized Man, and Details. The following titles have

less clearly targeted audiences: Forbes, Fortune,

Business Week, People, US, Self, Parents,

Psychology Today.



CHAPTER III

THE ANALYSIS

The analysis of the message construct in this chapter

consists of three parts. First, elements of the original

Shannon and Weaver (1949) basic model of communication are

briefly reviewed. As the most widely-accepted structural

model of communication, the depiction comes closest to being

the central "puzzle" of communication science, in the sense

in which Kuhn (1970) describes a paradigmatic science's

puzzle-solving activity. Next, a number of current textbook

communication models and definitions are reviewed and

compared with the Shannon and Weaver (1949) model. It will

become evident that only certain elements of the original

model are preserved and perpetuated in the paradigm, with a

concomitant change in the emphasis given to the message

construct. Finally, an exploratory survey of images of

communication in recent popular magazine articles is

reported. When these are compared with the textbook

accounts, it will be seen that the basic process model has a

limited utility in addressing practical problems of

communicating in the multiple contexts of everyday life.

30
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Figure 1
INFORMATION

SOURCE TRANSMITTER RECEIVER DESTINATION

SIGNAL RECEIVED- SIGNALG A:

uE SSAGE ME SSAGE

SOURCE

From Shannon, C., & Weaver, W. (1949). The mathematical

theory of communication. Urbana, IL: University of

Illinois Press.

Information Theory Model

The Mathematical Theory of Communication (Shannon &

Weaver, 1949) presents one of the earliest technical models

depicting basic features and limitations thought to apply to

any communication system. Although application of the

statistical aspects of the theory to human communication

has been largely repudiated by communication scholars,

modified versions of the original process model continue to

be standard in textbooks (Littlejohn, 1989, p. 45).

The model (Figure 1) proceeds from left to right in

representing the communication event as a linear sequence.

On the far left, an information source provides a set of

alternatives (stimuli, words, images, etc.) from which the

transmitter (person, animal, machine, etc.) selects a

subset: i.e., a message. According to this depiction, the

message constitutes a stage of the selection process between

.M
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source and sender (i.e., transmitter), and not a state or

entity.

The primary message selected and composed by the sender

is transformed into a signal which is then transmitted

through a channel or medium (space, telephone line, etc).

This signal complex arrives at a receiver (sensory

receptor, recording device, etc.) which selects another

subset--a second message--from among the mix of intended and

unintended signals for presentation to a final destination

(person, machine, etc.).

Shannon's theory depicts communication as a relatively

rare event within an entropic environment, i.e., one in

which randomness is the rule. The term information refers

to the measure of improbability or uncertainty of any

one combination of symbols being selected rather than other

combinations. The more unlikely the combination, the more

choices someone has to make from a set of alternatives to

reconstruct the message, and the more information "in" it.

In the technical sense, information is conceived of as the

relationship between elements, rather than as a content or

meaning. Poetry is said to contain more information in

general than does prose, because poetry tends to be more

unpredictable, i.e., less constrained by rules of syntax.

Redundancy is measured as the reciprocal of

information or uncertainty; that is, as a measure of

patterning. Weaver (Shannon & Weaver, 1949) suggests that
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meaning (construed as pattern redundancy), and information

(construed as pattern differences) may prove to be

statistically associated variables such that an increase in

one leads to a decrease in the other (p. 97).

Unintended signals from the environment, or noise,

intrudes during the signal transmission phase. Just as with

information, noise increases the uncertainty level, which

makes it especially problematic for the receiver who must

decide what counts as significant. This brings up the

matter of coding, which involves the translation of the

primary message into one set of symbols in the act of

encoding, and the translation of the secondary message

into another set of symbols, or decoding. In order to

account for the expected correspondence between sender's and

receiver's messages, it is assumed in the model that the

communicators' codes are isomorphic. In the case of machine

communication, the code may be highly stable. However, in

the case of human communication, codes inevitably involve

changing contingencies of language, culture, and context.

Weaver (Shannon & Weaver, 1949), in discussing

implications of the theory, acknowledges that Shannon's

mathematical formulas deal specifically with the

probabilities of symbol selection and noise interference as

limitations to channel capacity, and not with the meaning of

messages. He sees the technical problem of signaling as

the core issue underlying two, higher-level problems: the
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semantic, or "meaning problem," and the pragmatic, or

"effectiveness problem." Only when a basis of reliable

signaling is established, he argues, does it become possible

to deal with the meaning of messages or the behavior

predicated on them.

Notably absent from Shannon and Weaver's (1949) model,

and a good indication of just how early a technical model it

is, is the feedback from receiver to sender. Introduced

in "cybernetic theory" by Wiener (1948), it has become one

of the most widely used concepts in communication. While in

one sense feedback refers to a response indicating something

like "message received," more significantly it refers to the

control the receiver exercises on the sender. A true

cybernetic response alters the subsequent output of a

sender, in effect reversing the roles of the participants.

Summary. "Cybernetic regulation," "coding," and

similar technical concepts of information theory became

popularized in textbooks of communication with titles such

as Hopper's (1976) Human Message Systems. The terminology

provides a consistent set of metaphors with which to discuss

otherwise ambiguous phenomena, associating some of the

oldest of human experiences with the modern field of

information science. However, the expropriation of terms

like "information" and "meaning" for use as technical

constructs became the source of some of the most severe

criticisms of information theory (Littlejohn, 1989, p. 50).
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Even proponents of the theory caution that it deals with

meaning only in the negative sense: the improbability of a

message, or what it does not mean (Krippendorf, 1975, p.

387; Bateson, 1972, pp. 399-410).

Moreover, the linearity of the model is extremely

reductive. All of the phenomena are depicted in a

one-dimensional, mechanical sequence of explicit steps. No

provision is made for differences among human, animal, or

machine behavior.

However, there are certain insights that might be

gained from examining the theory in terms of the critique of

the message construct. In the first place, the concept of

coding draws attention to the paradoxical constraints in

communicating with symbols which are both sufficiently novel

and sufficiently familiar to be meaningful. While a

language is the most obvious form of a code, other phenomena

such as nonverbal behavior and social conventions also

qualify as codes. This concept will become important later

in the critique of "language games" as an alternative view

to language proper.

Also, the model indicates an inevitable influence of

context, albeit in the form of noise. Shannon insisted that

in any communication system there is an irreducible quantity

of noise owing to environmental contingencies, and for a

theory of the literal transcription of messages this would

be the problem. On the other hand, noise and signals
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constitute a single class of phenomena, which are

distinguished only by an act of interpretation. The

requirement of interpretation has important implications for

the concept of communication as active and constitutive, as

opposed to passive and representational activity; a subject

which will also be addressed in the critique.

Moreover, the addition of the cybernetic concept

suggests an important consideration which tends to be

overlooked in the linear form of the basic model:

Communication is simultaneously initiatory and responsive.

When one isolates a segment of discourse from the context of

interaction in order to approach it as an independent unit,

it ceases to be communication, and instead becomes a text.

Finally, it is worth noting that the model

differentiates among four elements: the message composed by

the sender, the signal transmitted, the signal received, and

the message composed by the receiver. A series of

inevitable transformations occur throughout the stages of

the process. It is, ultimately, a theory of signaling or

signal mediation. The model and the underlying statistical

method indicate that it is only possible to transmit the

semblance of a message, never the message itself (Shannon &

Weaver, 1949, p. 107). This is particularly interesting in

that, as the following textbook analysis shows, the

distinction has been lost in the paradigm.

.w... wv. k. aa?.a '^a-saxa:Fru:wsz
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Textbook Analysis

Courses in interpersonal communication and public

speaking have the potential, and are probably intended, to

affect the ways in which students understand themselves and

others in communicative circumstances. Competence in

communication skills is said to be valuable in employment,

in social relations, and in personal happiness. In the oft

repeated axiom of Watzlawick et al. (1967), "no matter how

one may try, one cannot not communicate" (p. 49).

As researchers, teachers, and community consultants,

communication scholars make use of knowledge claims acquired

in their own education to advise and intervene in social

behavior. At least in part these knowledge claims are based

on the paradigm of communication process to which they

subscribe. As Kuhn (1970) observes, textbooks are sources

of cultural transmission that both perpetuate a received

vision within a field and obscure its historical origins.

What once had been speculative theory becomes transformed in

textbook accounts as accepted fact.

In order to explore traces of the message-exchange

paradigm influencing basic communication education, five

currently available introductory textbooks were selected for

comparative purposes: Berko, Wolvin, and Wolvin (1989),

Communicating: A Social and Career Focus (4th ed.);

Verderber (1987), Communicate! (5th ed.); Lucas (1989),

The Art of Public Speaking (3rd ed.); Osborn and Osborn
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(1991), Public Speaking (2nd ed.); and DeVito (1991),

Human Communication: The Basic Course (5th ed.).

All of the texts examined converge on relatively

similar definitions of the "basic communication process"

that emphasize the exchange of messages. DeVito (1991), for

example, writes of the "the act, by one or more persons, of

sending and receiving messages that are distorted by noise,

occur within a context, have some effect, and provide some

opportunity for feedback" (p. 5). Similarly, Berko et al.

(1989) describe a "process in which feelings and ideas are

expressed in verbal and nonverbal messages" (p. 5). All of

the authors devote five or more pages to "components of the

basic process" including messages, communicator roles,

channels, noise, and feedback.

Two of the textbooks which are designed specifically

for public speaking classes describe "basic elements"

present in any speech communication and then suggest the

similarities between public speaking and ordinary

conversation. Osborn and Osborn (1991) emphasize that the

effective speech "sounds natural and conversational, as

though you are talking with people, not at them" (p.

275); an effect which the text indicates is to be achieved

through careful planning. Lucas (1989) advises that

persuading, :informing, and entertaining--the goals of public

speaking--"are also the major goals of everyday
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conversation" (p. 5). By developing public speaking skills,

he suggests, one becomes "a more adept communicator" (p. 7).

It is hardly surprising to find speech communication

textbooks advocating effectiveness and skills training, and

all of the textbooks examined promote the value of speech

education in meeting the demands of the corporate world, the

need for managing interpersonal relationships, and in Osborn

and Osborn's (1991) words, the necessity for becoming "a

sophisticated consumer of messages" (p. 7). However, there

is an apparent trend in describing communicating as a kind

of job to be performed which requires qualified technicians.

Frequently the authors use words evoking construction or

industrial imagery. Messages are to be "designed,"

"tailored," and "delivered" (Lucas, 1989). Readers are

advised to be alert to the "power" of "language tools" in

achieving "effective" communication through "clarity,"

"concreteness," "correctness," "color," and "conciseness"

(Osborn & Osborn, 1991). Communication, it is said,

functions "to build and maintain relationships" and "to

fulfill social obligations" (Verderber, 1987). And an

"operating communication system," it is suggested, may

require occasional "recalibrating" (Berko, Wolvin & Wolvin,

1989).

Consistent with the idea of a production process, some

of the language in the texts tends to be very visual or

physical with respect to messages. Messages are "produced,"
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"sent," and "received" (DeVito, 1991; Verderber, 1987).

Lucas (1989) writes of the "movement of ideas from speaker

to listener and back" (p. 18). A message must be "carried

through a channel" and is subject to being "blocked" by

interference (Berko et al., 1989, p. 38). Osborn and Osborn

(1991) describe the message as a "fabric...that conveys the

idea of a speech. Shaping the message is basic to the art

of speaking" (p. 15).

These physical metaphors are amply illustrated with

examples suggesting that, in fact, messages are frequently

more ephemeral objects. DeVito (1991), for example, is

quick to point out that "the way we walk, shake hands, cock

our heads...everything about us communicates" (p. 10).

Nevertheless, these images of the message create an

impression of something palpable, discrete, and objective.

And, of course, that is what the texts advise one should

strive to do in communicating: be concrete, clear, concise,

and correct. When "metaphoric" language is recommended, it

is described as the technique of adding "color" to create

"sensory images" (Osborn & Osborn, 1991, p. 264), much as a

sign painter attempts to project a sense of visual depth on

a billboard.

Augmenting their verbal imagery, each of the textbooks

portrays the communication process with an abstract visual

model. A close comparison of these models to that of

Shannon and Weaver (1949) suggests an inherited tradition.

M ,.
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That none of the authors acknowledge their conceptual debt

to the early model may be the best indication that the

Shannon and Weaver diagram has in fact become the

unquestioned paradigm, despite all of the modifications it

has undergone. Unlike the original, all of the newer models

incorporate some image of feedback completing a cycle

between communicators. Nevertheless, the central elements

of the paradigm remain the same: sender, message, channel,

noise, and receiver.

Notably, the "peripheral" elements of the original

model are deleted in the newer illustrations. Instead of

separate "source" and "transmitter" at one end, and separate

"receiver" and "destination" at the other, the textbooks

simply show "senders" (or sources, or encoders) and

"receivers" (or decoders). Communicators are shown enclosed

within a shared "context," "situation," or "environment."

Likewise, with one exception, the textbook models

depict a single message being sent, rather than the distinct

pair of messages and the mediating signals represented in

the original. Verderber (1987, p. 13) seems to show

different messages embedded within unique sets of culture,

gender, values, and other "factors"; however, the

accompanying text negates the distinction in stating that

one person "sends the message through the sending

channel...[and it] is turned into meaning for the receiver

through the decoding process" (p. 12).
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In fairness to these authors it must be admitted that

their models attempt to present theoretical concepts with a

reasonable minimum of detail. The Verderber model is

notable for the addition of context dimensions which are

lacking in most of the other depictions. However, all of

the authors acknowledge that the experiences of two persons

engaged in communicating are likely to be different. There

is, for instance, much discussion of the difficulty of

"encoding" and "decoding" and of having one's "intended

message" correspond with the "actual message."

Nevertheless, in the interest of parsimony the visual

models sacrifice some of the more important implications of

the Shannon and Weaver (1949) model. Collapsing the

distinction between signal and message leaves the impression

that it is an objective meaning which is carried from one

person to the other, through the "conduit" (Reddy, 1979).

It is implied that by carefully controlling the background

or internal noise, coding one's message according to a set

of grammatical principles, and presenting one's message in a

certain manner the meaning will "get through." Because

there are no intervening stages represented in the process,

there is no encouragement to consider the effects of

symbols, culture, gender, or other forms of mediation.

Shannon and Weaver's (1949) model shows a blind-ended,

discontinuous communication environment linked only by the

signal channel. The cybernetic feedback models appear to be
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more "ecological" by showing the communicators within the

same environment, but that also may be misleading. By

representing a self-reinforcing, closed-circuit system, the

impression is given that adjustments within the system

itself should be adequate to control unwanted outcomes

(Wilden, 1979). And no hint is given of the constraints

which might be imposed by social and cultural pressures.

Summary,. The message exchange metaphors invoked by

these authors demonstrate a "technicalizing" of pedagogical

discourse about communication. In describing principles of

logical organization and behavioral control which might be

appropriate to specific contexts, the discussions place

little emphasis on emotion, spontaneity, imagination, or the

implicit "taken-for-granteds" (Hopper, 1981) underlying

communication. The "art" of conversing for the mere sake of

conversing seems subsumed under the "technique" of exerting

influence. Cultural and social class differences in the

manner of communicating, which are discussed at length deep

in the text in some of the books, are largely dismissed as

"noise" in the paradigm depicting one speaker, one listener,

one message.

Curiously, although the models and explanations are

clearly derived from Shannon and Weaver (1949), the

terminology is borrowed very selectively. The textbook

authors rarely discuss signals, as distinguished from

messages, instead treating them as synonymous. By
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ignoring the distinction, they collapse Weaver's first-level

technical problem of signal detection into the more complex

message-meaning problem. In the process the notions of

uncertainty, redundancy, and probability, all of which

affect the mediation of meaning by symbols, are set aside.

In effect, communicating meaning comes to be a matter of

being heard clearly. The emphasis on communication as work

implies that the more proficient one becomes at the task of

making messages, the more one communicates.

Pearce (1985) notes that communication "has something

important to say but has not yet found a language in which

to speak effectively," and suggests that the discipline is

in need of "a universe of discourse capable of expressing

our unique contributions" (p. 281). The analysis shows that

for these textbook authors the tendency was to use the

technical terms of information theory and the instrumental

language of manufacturing in introducing the subject of

communication to students. In the next chapter some

limitations of this instrumental view are considered. In

the concluding section of this chapter I examine some of the

ordinary discourse about communicating found in the popular

culture of mass market magazines.

Popular Magazine Analysis

Boulding (1956) observes that the guiding images in

society often derive more from the authority of texts than

from direct, lived experience. While textbooks constitute
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one source of images, mass market publications reach many

more millions with much greater frequency.

Kidd (1975) describes two "rhetorical visions" that

seemed to dominate the advice on interpersonal communication

offered in popular magazines between 1951 and 1973. The

first vision appearing in the 1950s and 1960s emphasized

prescriptive norms for insuring "stability" and maintaining

"security." Quizzes and surveys were popular means of

matching one's relationships to standard expectations, and

experts were quick to point to "violations" as indicative of

sexual abberations or anti-social behavior. Rawlins (1985)

refers to this period as one of "social integration," in

which "making the other happy" was the preeminent advice and

"healthy communication" the ideal.

Kidd's (1975) second rhetorical vision emerging in the

mid-1960s corresponds to the increasing interest in

self-actualization or "individual integration" (Rawlins,

1985). The emphasis tended to shift to personal growth and

to "real" communication, to "talking it out," and away from

standard conceptions of acceptable behavior. Katriel and

Philipsen (1981) note that ritualizing interpersonal

communication (e.g., encounter groups and sensitivity

training) helps to mitigate the sense of personal failure

when communicating is not successful, since it depends on

both (or all) persons developing appropriate skills. At the

same time, failure to acquire these skills and to talk
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openly and honestly implies that one has not achieved

personal fulfillment. Communication becomes a critically

important "work," necessary if unique individuals are to

bridge across their uniqueness (Katriel & Philipsen, 1981).

Rawlins (1985) notes what might be called a third

vision in professional communication literature that began

to emerge in the late 1960s. In a sense combining both the

standard notions of effectiveness and the personal focus of

the earlier visions, the "situational integration" vision

emphasizes adapting to circumstances by recognizing which

set of rules are in force in a given interaction.

Watzlawick, Beavin and Jackson's (1967) Pragmatics of Human

Communication was particularly influential in the

development of the interactional focus among communication

theorists (Miller & Knapp, 1985). In a "system" of

communication every behavior is considered communicative and

is said to influence the behavior of the other. Competence

tends to be equated with becoming a strategic and

self-conscious communicator who is capable of predicting the

behavior of the other. This pragmatic philosophy seemed to

fit well with a mobile and changing urban society in which

one could, so to speak, "expect the unexpected."

Clearly these visions are not mutually exclusive and no

one of them has superseded the others (Rawlins, 1985).

However, as Rawlins notes, the situational perspective has

tended to reinvigorate the interest in persuasion as an

w 0 "MV 
I
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effective and legitimate form of communication, which the

other two visions tended to renounce. Not merely

understanding oneself or the other, but controlling

interaction through the application of learned techniques

becomes a valued life skill.

For many communication theorists, this emphasis on

control implied a need to focus on the structure of messages

and patterns of message exchanges (Miller & Knapp, (1985).

Researchers became interested in determining which effects

were produced by which message variables, and which message

strategies communicators were more likely to use in framing

their communication. However, the extent to which the

message exchange paradigm has penetrated popular culture

conceptions of communication has not been explored.

For the present study approximately ten randomly

selected recent back issues from each of twenty popular

magazine titles were reviewed for articles discussing or

giving advice about communication. Titles were chosen on

the basis of ready availability (i.e., for sale at area

supermarket check-out counters). After an initial survey of

current issues of these titles, a more conscious effort was

made to include magazines targeted both to women and to men.

During the investigation it became evident that in

general, topics relating to communication are covered far

more frequently in magazines directed to women than in those

directed to men or to both sexes. Women's fashion and
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life-style magazines (e.g., Cosmopolitan, Redbook)

frequently highlight articles on talking with lovers,

husbands, and friends. Family and homemaker oriented

magazines (e.g., Family Circle, Parents) feature advice

on communicating with children and male spouses. And

communicating effectively with business colleagues is a

regular topic in such magazines as Working Woman and

Working Mother.

Men's fashion magazines (e.g., G.Q., Esquire)

hardly raise the subject of communication, except for the

occasional seasonal article on love-letter writing (e.g.,

O'Neill, 1989), or advice on gift-giving as a preferred

method of demonstrating intimacy (Tannenbaum, 1991).

Business journals oriented to executives (e.g., Forbes,

Fortune), an overwhelmingly male audience, similarly have

little to say about communication except in the context of

the business organization, where the issue is often

addressed as organizational "communications," rather than

interpersonal "communication." For example, Kalbacker

(1990) advises men to actively seek "feedback," reminding

them of the importance to one's career of developing

relationships with colleagues "even when you can't stand

them personally" (p. 68). In a cover story about the poor

showing of executives as parents, O'Reilly (1990) argues

that businessmen are trained to listen to others in order to

exploit weaknesses in their positions and that this hardly
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constitutes the basis for "empathetic listening" and patient

tolerance needed for raising children.

In general, it seems that men author a substantial

portion of the articles on communication, but those articles

are more likely to appear in magazines targeted to women.

For example, Gerard (1990) writes in Cosmopolitan to tell

women how to talk to men, but almost no articles were found

in men's magazines by authors of either sex telling men how

to talk to women. When a woman does author an article on

how men might communicate with women, it too is more likely

to appear in a women's magazine (e.g., Smith, 1988). On the

topic of communication, so far as popular magazine culture

reveals, it appears that women are talking mostly to one

another.

Whether or not popular magazines reflect an existing

gender divide in attitudes toward communication, it is

probably fair to say that they perpetuate the impression of

such a difference. Linguist Deborah Tannen, whose articles

and interviews appear in a variety of magazines (Tannen,

1990, 1991; Kelly, 1990; Lusardi, 1990), argues that men and

women communicate distinctively. Men, she claims, tend to

be more literal, problem-solving, and power-oriented in

their relations to others. Women are portrayed as more

expressive, sharing, and interested in the concerns of

others. She argues that recognizing and being sensitive to

the differences can help persons to communicate across the

-1 ................ ;-*
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gender gap, an idea echoed by other authors (e.g., Kohn,

1988; Rubin, 1990).

The "intimacy gap" is a recurrent theme in articles

about relationship problems (e.g., King, 1989; Toth, 1990).

Johnson (1990) notes that women more often consider other

women "best friends" with whom they share frequent

exchanges, while for men the best friend is more often their

mates. According to King (1989), men tend to regard the

conversation of women as irrelevant gossip, and women tend

to regard the conversation of men as lacking in intimacy.

Thus, according to this view, both sexes are dissatisfied

with the content of one another's communication.

Relative to women, men are represented as more

emotionally distant (Collins, 1990) and more likely to

express themselves through physical action (De Angelis,

1990). Hence much of the advice in women's magazines tends

to focus on recognizing and "decoding" sexual signals and

hidden messages in the behavior of men (e.g., Hendrix,

1990b; Hoidra, 1990). Similarly, advice on managing

children tends to emphasize the need for "cracking the code"

of mixed messages or behavioral problems (e.g., Enos, 1990).

Much of the advice on communication in the workplace

similarly involves recognizing hidden agendas and learning

to adapt one's behavior appropriately. Fierman (1990)

observes that women have yet to achieve top level corporate

positions in part because a "new good old boy" network
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resists them. Women are said to be perceived by many

co-workers to be less interpersonally skilled at

communicating with superiors and managing subordinates than

are men. In particular a woman is more likely to be judged

either excessively emotional or too "cold." Fierman

concludes that the best advice is still to "look like a

lady, act like a man, and work like a dog" (p. 62).

The communicative styles favored by many women in

everyday culture may not match the direct, aggressive, and

uncompromising model of the boss in many quarters of

corporate culture. Madden (1989) reports on the enthusiasm

among executives which greeted the publication of

Leadership Secrets of Attila the Hun, emphasizing ruthless

competitiveness and minimal compassion as the key to success

in the head office. He notes that the warrior myth is seen

by many executives as the "perfect paradigm" for corporate

leadership.

The "act like a man" proposition is rejected by other

experts who insist that women's power is to be found in the

difference in their communicative style (Lusardi, 1990).

Peters (1990) suggests that a greater team-orientation and

tolerance of ambiguity makes women likely to be the managers

of the future, as organizations move away from hierarchical

power and toward network arrangements. Edwards (1991)

points out that as the numbers of women and minorities

representing a multitude of cultures increase in the
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workplace, diversity in communication styles will put ever

greater demands on flexibility in management techniques.

Different cultural conceptions of timing and coordination

will, he argues, necessarily change the communication

patterns of corporate life.

One of two significant themes which appears relatively

frequently in the magazine advice is the recognition that

communication entails ambiguity, that it is as much a matter

of behaviors, attitudes, and values as it is a matter of

words. Cohen (1990), for example, describes a common

problem that arises when couples weary of working at

understanding one another and begin taking literally one

another's "pre-packaged messages." Hendrix (1990a) points

out that belief in one's own objectivity is an illusion.

Only as one becomes conscious of the uniqueness of each

person's experience, he argues, does one begin to listen for

the "feeling behind the message" of another.

A second theme common to the articles involves becoming

less ambiguous in one's own communication, while giving care

to the timing and effect of one's words. Here the focus is

on developing particular "interpersonal," "people," or

"communication skills": how to discuss sensitive topics

with mates (Black, 1990); how to reason with children

(Prose, 1990); how to criticize one's boss (Weisinger,

1990); how to speak in front of a large audience (Ailes &

Kraushar, 1990). Some of this advice verges on being recipes
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for quick solutions to fundamental problems, e.g. an

"eight-minute love building exercise" (Dilley & Cranmer,

1990), or "five steps" to a better marriage (Couturier,

1991). Other advice proposes more extensive cognitive

restructuring which suggests the need for professional

intervention. For example, Braiker (1989) describes the

potential for developing psychologically beneficial "inner

messages" as guides to one's behavior.

The interplay of these two themes of message ambiguity

and communicative clarity--roughly analogous to the

"decoding" and "encoding" phases in the basic model of

communication--varies with the situation under discussion.

In the area of professional conduct, advice tends to be

oriented to techniques of self-promotion (e.g., Gates, 1990;

Spillman, 1988), and to controlling communication with

colleagues (e.g., Scheele, 1990; Ailes & Kraushar, 1990;

Wyer, 1990). In the area of the home and personal

relationships, advice tends to be oriented to understanding

and accomodating to the reasoning of others (e.g., Rover,

1990; Guarendi, 1990). On the subject of dating, the

emphasis tends to be on learning the give and take involved

in playing the game (e.g., Peacock, 1988; Shapiro, 1988).

In other words, the advice seems to vary depending on the

context of the relationship under discussion, sometimes

advocating more honesty, sometimes more stealth.
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The metaphors of communication also vary widely among

the articles. The metaphors typical of the message exchange

paradigm are found in frequent references to "signals" and

"codes," "lines of communication" and "feedback." Tannen

(1991), for example, writes of "talk gridlock" occurring

when men and women misperceive one another's speaking

styles. Other images associate communicating with job

skills. For example, Dishy (1990) writes of using one's

"perception-processing machinery," i.e., actively listening

instead of speaking. Scheele (1990) writes of mastering the

"power of small talk" to make even office chit-chat more

productive.

Still other metaphors evoke home-making and urban

ecology images which suggest practical problems and

patchwork solutions. In the same article Cohen (1990)

writes of the "potholes" of marriage, the boredom engendered

by "pre-packaged messages," the "festering" of feelings

which go unexpressed, and the "protective veneer" of a

relationship which is damaged by too intensive scrutiny.

Jackson (1990) writes of relationships "evolving" over time,

and the need for "nurturing" and "love medicine."

The point is that there seem to be overlapping and

interconnected systems of metaphoric language, rather than a

single, consistent system such as one finds in the textbook

discussions. Most of the magazine articles deal with

varied, and sometimes contradictory, demands associated with
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communicating in different situations. Wyer (1990), for

example, emphasizes both frankness and indirectness as

necessary practices within the office environment.

Relatively few articles address communication in the

abstract; the exceptions were pieces by a small number of

experts such as Tannen (1990a, 1990b, 1991) and Dishy

(1990), who tend to use a greater number of technical

metaphors consistent with the paradigm. No instance was

found of references to the "exchange of messages."

Conclusions. The study lends support to the claim of

Katriel and Philipsen (1981) that "communication" is a

cultural category in American speech, but it is also clear

that a variety of practices fall under that convenient

label. As Sillars and Weisberg (1987) point out, advice

geared to developing effective communication skills

frequently entails an obsession with technique, such as one

finds in "quick tips" on sexual communication (e.g., Black,

1990; Shapiro, 1988). Moreover, some of the recommendations

are insultingly simplistic and perpetuate stereotypical

images of human behavior. For example, Dishy (1990) advises

that women carry a tube of glue to help them remember to

keep their lips sealed shut, as a way to induce listening.

However, I also found a fair amount of encouragement to

self-acceptance and tolerance for diversity (e.g., Fierman,

1990; Edwards, 1990). Over all, the articles address a

variety of issues in which communication is sometimes the

..
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problem, sometimes the solution, and oftentimes both. Many

of the articles are written in an intimate, first-hand

narrative voice, rather than from an omniscient,

authoritarian perspective. Advice tends to be practical, to

the point, and rarely enters into theoretical matters.

As brief and therefore superficial in their treatment

of topics as most of the articles are, almost none of them

characterize communication problems as the simple failure to

talk frequently or specifically; rather, these are more

likely to be described as symptoms of relational

difficulties. The images of what constitutes effective

communication have relatively little to do with verbal

performance. Instead, most often the emphasis is given to

recognizing and adapting one's behavior to the type of

social occasion, to the conduct of one's relationship with

others, and to the long-term growth or goals of interaction.

The fact that men's magazines were found to be less

likely than women's magazines to include articles discussing

communication should not be taken as a definitive sign that

men in general dismiss the subject. There is, however, an

apparent cultural perception that men are less emotionally

engaged in communicating than are women, and that women

communicate more indirectly than do men. The difference

seems to be related to the use of language, which for men

may consist of being more fact-oriented and explicit, and

for women more feeling-oriented and implicit. Again it
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must be emphasized that these are cultural stereotypes, but

as such they are influential in shaping the discourse about

discourse.

It is, however, an interesting historical fact that the

basic communication model which emphasizes direct message

effects and downplays the influence of context was created

by men who were concerned with technical, engineering

problems, and not with everyday interaction. As more women

have entered the field over the last decades, more attention

has been paid by scholars generally to the contextuality of

communication. Parallel with the current "rethinking" of

the paradigm, the articles surveyed in my- study reveal a

pragmatic cultural perspective on communication as behavior

that is inextricably bound to relationships and situations,

rather than to the grammatical structure of language.

Discussion

In this analysis we have looked at the theoretical

communication model of Shannon and Weaver (1949), and at two

current contexts of communication discourse, one pedagogical

and the other popular-cultural. Analysis of the original

model revealed that message constituted the beginning and

ending substages of a signal-mediated process, in which the

messages created were distinguished from the signals

transmitted and received. However, both the review of

literature in chapter one, and the analysis of current

textbook representations in this chapter suggest that the
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message has been elevated from a subordinate position to the

central construct in a paradigm of communication as the

exchange of messages.

One key to this transformation may be found in the

ambivalent acceptance of the Shannon and Weaver (1949) model

by communication scholars. On the one hand, the components

of the model are easily translated into the language of the

classroom, or operationalized as research constructs. On

the other hand, the theory underpinning the model and

connecting these components is based upon the mathematical

laws of statistical probability. Speech communication

scholars have been reluctant to embrace the abstract

mathematics, which have little or nothing to do with meaning

as it is normally understood. As a result, the reasoning

behind the theory has been discarded and only the skeleton

retained: sender, message, channel, receiver. In other

words, a hypothetical model has been adopted as if it were

an actual picture of communication.

The magazine analysis revealed nothing that would

constitute an implicit cultural model of communication.

There were occasional mentions of a "basic process" and

frequent references to "communication skills," but no

discussion of an abstract or asituational linguistic

process. Even the concept of the contexts of

communication is not really reducible to typification. If

every "business" context were like every other, we might
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expect a standard model of business communication to apply.

When, however, a business setting is also an interpersonal

encounter, a potential conflict episode, a gender-influenced

event, and so forth, then context takes on many meanings,

and communication entails much more than a skillful

selection of words.

The paradox is that the message exchange paradigm

purports to explain communication with a model that

represents little more than the most obvious features of the

process, and much less than most people already realize.

Davis (1971, cited in Weick, 1979, pp. 59-60) refers to this

type of paradox, typical of myopic academic specialization,

as the discovery that "'what everybody, except experts on

the subject, believes is true is in fact true.'"

However, there is more to the problem than obviousness.

In failing to critically examine the reductive and

positivistic assumptions in the basic paradigm, we tend to

obscure, rather than to add depth to the practical knowledge

about human communication. To reiterate what was touched

upon in the cultural analysis, the nature of the social

context, the state of the relationship of the individuals,

and the long-term goals of their interaction are vital

factors in communicating. In the following critique I

examine how much more important these factors are to the

understanding of human communication than the message

construct would lead us to believe.



CHAPTER IV

A CRITIQUE

The parsimony of the message exchange paradigm has

secured its place as a pedagogical and research framework

for more than four decades. The original model of the

mathematical theory of communication has become a "conduit"

metaphor depicting the exchange of messages. Unlike the

probabilistic and uncertain nature of signals or symbols,

the message can be studied as the observable embodiment of

communication, and communication can be explained in terms

of production and exchange processes. By tacitly accepting

the message as the theoretical vehicle of communication,

scholars studying a variety of social practices and

utilizing distinct research methods have been able,

nevertheless, to assert a common basis to their inquiry.

I am arguing, however, that the paradigmatic consensus

is achieved by neglecting, and even distorting, levels of

meaning which are not represented in the surface structure

of messages. In the previous chapter, the analyses of

introductory textbooks and popular magazines highlighted

some discrepancies between the paradigm and popular cultural

images of communication. The textbook explanations

converged on the basic process model, with its consistent

60
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set of components derived from a technical conception of the

universals of communication. The popular culture images

varied in gender-related conceptions of effective

communication, and in advice geared to the type of social

context, the type of relationship between the participants,

and their objectives in the interaction.

My critique is simply this. Because communication is

so often construed as language-use, the tendency is to treat

the grammatical form of language--messages--as the universal

means of signifying. As a result, communication is

understood to be an explicit means of representing personal

intentions and accomplishing clear objectives. By contrast,

one might regard the form which language takes to be a

function of the context of its use; and communication might

be understood as a multiplicity of processes which entail

discovery and learning, interpersonal engagement, and the

creation of knowledge and understanding.

I address three interrelated problems with current

conceptions of the message construct in the following

critique, each of which, for the sake of argument, is posed

as a dichotomy. First, there is the distinction to be made

between the structural explicitness of language and the

implicitness of a cultural context of communication. For

this analysis, I refer to some cogent arguments from the

linguistic philosophy of Ludwig Wittgenstein. A second

aspect of the critique involves the difference between

. ,
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communication as the verbal representation of a content or

an issue, and as the activity of constituting a relational

context in which understanding and coordination may occur.

I borrow from Gregory Bateson's perspective on

metacommunication to unfold this argument. The third part

of the critique considers the difference between the

goal-oriented instrumentality and the open-ended

generativity of communication. To garner some critical

insights on this matter, I examine arguments from Jurgen

Habermas, Alvin Gouldner, Bateson, and others. By drawing

together strands of these different perspectives I propose

what I believe to be a more inclusive concept of

communication than the current message construct.

Explicit and Implicit Communication

The difference between explicit and implicit concepts

of communication is treated analytically in the work of the

language philosopher Wittgenstein. The early Wittgenstein

(1922/61) provides the rationale for a positivist account of

language in which linguistic expressions are believed to

reveal the logical order of subjective reality. In so doing

he laid one of the philosophical cornerstones for the study

of messages as objective measures of communication. The

later Wittgenstein's (1953) repudiation of the earlier

"picture theory" relativizes the understanding of language

as action bound to specific contexts, and points toward a

cultural account of communication.
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The model of explicit meaning: The picture theory.

In his seminal work Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus

(1922/1961) Wittgenstein embraces a principle of message

clarity as the ultimate goal of linguistic philosophy:

"What can be said at all can be said clearly and what we

cannot talk about we must consign to silence" (p. 3). He

asserts that language "is a model of reality" (p. 15). The

difficulty in recognizing the grammatical microcosm of the

speaker's world arises from the fact that language reflects,

but also "disguises thought" (p. 37). Like a model or a

map, language only demonstrates or points to something in

the world; it does not explain how it represents (p. 51).

Objective clarification, then, is the task of the analyst.

Although he never uses the term "message,"

Wittgenstein's concept of an inherent structure of meaning

within language closely parallels the message construct.

Briefly summarizing his arguments: The world consists of

facts, or various combinations of simple entities for which

words stand; i.e., given objects in given spatial and

temporal arrangements (p. 7). Any sentence, then, is a

picture of a fact or "state of affairs" (p. 13), displaying

the perceived relationship among the specified objects.

Therefore, the sentence constitutes a proposition about the

existence of that state of affairs (p. 17). However, the

linguistic form of a sentence does not itself indicate

whether or not it is a true proposition. To determine the
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truth or falsehood of the representation it must be compared

with reality (p. 19).

A positivist account of communication. The logic of

these arguments seem commonsensical, yet they were to

profoundly influence the study of language, and, in turn, of

communication. In a series of logical moves Wittgenstein

uncovered in language the means for displaying the order of

mental representations, and made it a matter for empirical

investigation, rather than for philosophical speculation.

Essentially, any statement which does not depict an

empirically verifiable state of affairs may be disregarded

as a meaningless expression (p. 37).

The twin demands of linguistic clarity and empirical

verifiability were embraced by logical positivists as the

rationale for an objective study of language (Hartnack,

1965). The merger of empirical science with linguistic

analysis also laid the logical foundation for a positivist

account of communication. By restricting analysis to

observable regularities in the language used within an

interaction, communication researchers could claim to remove

themselves from influencing the course of events. Instead

of interpreting meaning through one's common understanding

or personal engagement in an interaction, the analyst could

study transcripts or written responses, count frequencies of

linguistic variables, and measure variable interactions as

objective indices of significance. The message construct,

.
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the picture of reality encoded in grammatical form, would be

the logical unit of analysis, and the components of message

structure accounting for a given effect should be measurable

by methods similar to those of other empirical sciences.

Wittgenstein argued that the inherent logic of ordinary

language was accessible, but, so to speak, camouflaged. He

believed there was a strong prejudice for interpreting

language in certain non-objective ways, which resulted from

a common misunderstanding of the true nature of language.

The picture theory, then, underlies the logic of the message

construct: If we but understood the effects of all message

components, we should have a completely predictive model of

communication.

The theory of implicit meaning: Language games.

Hartnack (1965) relates what may be an apocryphal story of

Wittgenstein's philosophical conversion to a more implicit

theory of communication. Wittgenstein reportedly was

expounding to an Italian professor the argument of a logical

identity between a proposition and the fact it depicts, when

the colleague suddenly "made a gesture used by Neapolitans

to express contempt and asked Wittgenstein what the logical

form of that was" (Hartnack, 1965, p. 62). Wittgenstein

could not explain it to his own satisfaction.

The story illustrates several facets of the concept of

communication which emerges in Wittgenstein's late

philosophy: The primacy of action over verbal expression;
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the basis of communicative action in customs and

conventions; and the multiplicity of contexts versus the

apparent unity of language.

Wittgenstein (1953) asserts an important distinction

between the formal structure of language and communicative

action. Communicating inherently entails taking "detours"

and "sideroads" (p. 127), rather than following the logical'

path of grammar. Ordinary language is not laid out

according to a master plan, but emerges in historical use,

and bears the marks of its cultural history.

Wittgenstein further challenges the "conduit" model of

communication, "the idea that language always functions in

one way, always serves the same purpose: to convey

thoughts...." (p. 102). Instead, we often act with words,

rather than choosing words as the representatives of our

thoughts. The meaning of language does not exist

independently of use, it "is embedded in its situation, in

human customs and institutions" (p. 108). An intuitive

understanding of the use of a term will often grasp what an

explicit definition fails to capture, or even obscures.

Instead of language being the logical "picture of

reality," there is a vast and ever-changing series of

"language games" associated with particular "forms of life"

(p. 8). The use of words to represent things, which is

usually assumed to be the only practical function of

language, is simply a "primitive language game," one of

w I - - - - - - - - - -77-
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"countless" games played in language, including asserting,

reporting, questioning, and commanding (p. 11).

The game analogy invokes the notion that playing and

language-using are similarly conventional, social

activities. Games are not always played according to

explicit, a priori rules; sometimes the game and the rules

are made up in the playing (p. 39). Language games are

structured by the implicit understanding of players, and

learning to play means becoming accustomed to behaving in a

way consistent with a certain form of life.

The implicit basis of communication rests on a great

deal of interconnection and overlap among language games, as

people bring varied but often similar experiences into new

contexts. It would be a mistake, however, to assume that

the "resemblances" among language games meant that there was

a logical prototype--the idealized message exchange--upon

which all communication depends. Reaching a satisfactory

understanding is rather an accomplishment: "A great deal of

stage-setting in the language is presupposed if the mere act

of naming is to make sense" (p. 92).

Implications for the study of communication. The

thesis of "forms of life" has radical implications for the

study of communication. Having rejected the earlier picture

theory, Wittgenstein (1953) dismisses the notion of an

empirical science of language involved in testing hypotheses

and building theories of what persons might conceivably do
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with language. "We must do away with all explanation," he

admonishes, "and description alone must take its place" (p.

47). If the grammatical structure of language is no longer

a universally reliable guide to the meaning of communicative

action, and action is instead contextualized in communities

of discourse, then analysts would be well advised to study

the communities themselves. Ethnographies of communication

(Hymes, 1972), focusing on the local construction of

reality, might have the greater potential for making sense

of communicative behavior than methods designed for

objective measurement. Learning what constitutes the

messages within a culture is necessary before one attempts

to count them (Labov, 1972).

Wittgenstein (1953) notes that "what today counts as an

observed concomitant of a phenomenon will tomorrow be used

to define it" (p.37). Something that is routinely observed

to occur during the course of interaction (e.g., giving an

answer in response to a question) becomes the alleged rule,

so that it begins to appear as if every similar interaction

were designed to fulfill this rule (every question must have

an answer). As a result, the resemblances among language

games gradually take on the misleading appearance of

variations on a single calculus.

The "explicit" paradigm of message exchange tends to

invoke this image of a calculus of communication. The

analyst or student is encouraged to attend to discernable

_~
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regularities in interaction as instances of rule-following,

the implication being that what counts is the logical

fulfillment of the rule, rather than the emergent action of

actors in a real situation. Context becomes relegated to a

relatively incidental background for the performance of a

message-exchange routine.

The various images of communication in the popular

magazine articles point to the limited utility of "message

exchange" as either a description or an explanation of how

persons communicate in context. "Intimate conversation" and

"superior-subordinate talk" simply do not correspond equally

well to a paradigm of clear, concise message exchanges.

Rather, it makes sense to understand them as constituting

different language games, each with its own set of more or

less well-defined rules. The basic process model might then

be seen as one category of language games, a type

associated with linear communication: lecturing, promoting,

announcing, and so forth.

Conclusion. The development of Wittgenstein's

arguments undermines the certainty of a logical structure of

communication at the level of language, and replaces it

with the implicit structure of behavioral conventions within

cultural experience. Many communication researchers regard

these arguments as an invitation to explicate the system of

rules underlying communicative behavior. However,

Wittgenstein is clear in arguing that rules emerge in and
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through behavior, rather than being a priori structures.

The emergence of rules implies a recursive relationship

between structure and action, between context and

communication. This leads us to a second issue in the

critique of the message construct: the distinction between

representational and constitutive aspects of

communication.

Representational and Constitutive Communication

We have already encountered the representational

concept of communication in the picture theory of language.

It is probably the oldest, the original language game

(Stewart, 1972). However, the notion that in communicating

one does not simply represent existing states of affairs,

but actually constitutes them, was a radical departure for

Wittgenstein, and still is not commonly accepted. Even '

among many communication scholars who accept the thesis of a

multiplicity of language games, there is an assumption that

the contexts of interaction are institutionalized by systems

of rules, and that actors essentially reenact the roles

appropriate to those rules. According to one current

context-based theory of "equivocation," for example, persons

do not really create messages, situations do (Bavelas et

al., 1990). Impressed by the power of language to organize

and pre-interpret experience, and by the stereotypicality of

much of social behavior, scholars sometimes disregard the

fact that communicating also involves creating contexts.
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In addition to being one of the foundational figures in

the field of interpersonal communication, Gregory Bateson

was also, perhaps unwittingly, one of the original

architects of the message construct. His theory of "report"

and "command" message components, one of the most

popularized concepts in the field, distinguishes clearly

between representational and constitutive aspects of

communication. However, the distinction he made has been

glossed over in general by researchers who focus on verbal

messages. Bateson's concept of the message involves

different levels of abstraction occurring simultaneously

within any interaction; levels which need to be taken into

account by anyone wanting to understand not only what the

actors are saying, but what they are doing.

Patterns of communication. Bateson's perspective is

based on field observations of social behavior, rather than

on a speculative linguistic philosophy. Studying

intertribal contact, Bateson (1935) observed that repetitive

patterns of interaction tended to destabilize the system

which encompassed both groups. When each side responded

predictably to the violence or passivity of the other, the

likelihood increased that conflict would erupt. However,

when one or both sides began to behave differently from one

occasion to the next, thereby changing the larger pattern of

interactions over time, there was a greater likielihood that

the system would reach a sort of dynamic stability.
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The language of information theory did not exist at the

time of these observations, but Bateson later concluded that

the cybernetic model of communication could partially

explain the course of events (Bateson, 1972, p. x).

Predictable, stereotyped behaviors constituted positive

feedback, overloading the exchange channel with redundancy

and amplifying the system's oscillations, much like feedback

in a microphone. Unpredictable, "changed" behaviors

constituted negative feedback, which diminished the system's

reactivity by introducing uncertainty into the established

routine and increasing the behavioral "degrees of freedom"

of the other side. The result would be a larger, more

complex, and less constraining pattern.

The problem with the information theory model, however,

is that it restricts analysis to a single level of

communication, essentially the summative effect of positive

and negative messages. All action is treated as the

representation of an existing state of affairs, "aggression"

or "fear." The model does not account for the persistence

of stereotyped behavior in one situation, or the

transformation in behavior in another. It was evident, for

example, that the same pattern of exchanging boasts which

helped to establish dominance hierarchies within one group,

led to escalating violence when continued with members of

another community. What the two groups seemed to lack was a

common frame of reference for interpreting the actions of
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one another. Bateson decided that the ability to

"metacommunicate," to actively frame the relational context

might be a fundamental requirement of successful interaction

(Bateson, 1972, pp. 177-193).

Two levels of communication. Borrowing Russell's

(Whitehead & Russell, 1910) idea of logical, hierarchical

orders of abstraction, Bateson (Ruesch & Bateson, 1951)

proposed that every communication involves two logically

distinct levels of meaning which he called "report" and

"command." The report is described as the primarily

issue-oriented content and it is primarily coded in

relatively digital, i.e., discrete verbal signals. It

represents or denotes topics in the abstract, conventional

form of an object language. The command, on the other hand,

signals the state of the relationship, and is typically

coded in the natural, analogical form of behavior. The

command "metamessage" constitutes the frame in which the

verbal message is to be understood, e.g., as play or threat.

What often is not realized is there can be no representation

without relationship, no picture without a frame:

Psychologists commonly speak as if the abstractions of

relationship ("dependency," "hostility," love," etc.)

were real things which are to be described or

"expressed" by messages. This is epistemology

backwards: in truth, the messages constitute the

relationship. (Bateson, 1972, p. 275)
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The behavioral component of communication is not simply

the primitive origin of language, which at some more

advanced stage might be replaced by verbal expression.

Verbal language does allow communicators the advantage of

moving relatively freely--implicitly--among a vast range of

topics without explicitly renegotiating frames of reference.

However, because it is in a sense removed from the

behavioral matrix, language is also fraught with a serious

potential for misunderstanding. Metacommunication,

therefore, is essential for confirming or contradicting

verbal communication, and is frequently the more reliable

indicator of feelings and intentions.

Paradoxical communication. Logically contradictory

statements in content language may be troublesome, but

communication becomes especially paradoxical when the verbal

and nonverbal components contradict one another. Mistaking

the relevant context of a verbal message (e.g., taking a

joke for an insult) is doubtlessly one of the more common

errors of linguistic communication. An extreme example of

the failure to untangle paradoxical messages is illustrated

in Bateson's hypothesis of the "double bind" in

schizophrenia (Bateson, Jackson, Haley, & Weakland, 1956).

According to the theory, a long-standing pattern of

logically contradictory communication within a family might

better account for the "disorder" than would the presumed

psychological traits of the individual. According to this
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argument, the bizarre dissociative behavior of the

schizophrenic is a "logical" response to an untenable

situation, the consequence of trying to function at cross

purposes by satisfying conflicting verbal and nonverbal

demands within a paradoxical environment.

Implications for communication research. The double

bind illustrates an idiosyncratic extreme of an otherwise

common feature of communication. The course of ordinary

conversation is replete with contradiction, double meanings,

shifting time frames, and the like, most of which goes

unnoticed. That was one of the major themes uncovered in

the popular magazine advice: How to handle the ambiguity of

everyday life. The point is that an analysis of

communication which only considers the synchronic pattern,

say, in a clinical interview or written transcript, cannot

hope to capture the higher-order, diachronic pattern. It is

a little like trying to infer what happens in a motion

picture from publicity stills: The loss of temporal

information distorts the reality, removing all traces of

relationship development.

Unfortunately, in the interest of "theoretical

parsimony," researchers often begin by radically reducing

the data of interaction in order to construct the leanest

possible variable models. "Digital" language has known,

rule-structured properties, which are lacking in the

continuum of behavior, and consequently it is much easier to
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focus on text. Furthermore, the paradigm of sender-message-

receiver tends to dictate a priori the relevant categories

for analysis. Whatever cannot be conveniently coded and

fitted into those categories does not become part of the

explanation.

More important, then, than is its supportive role to

language, is the fact that communicative behavior

constitutes enactment of the immediate situation, whereas

words at most represent an abstraction about the moment.

However, just as the distinction between signal and message

in Shannon and Weaver's (1949) communication model has been

lost in contemporary textbook models, so too has the

distinction between verbal and behavioral components in

Bateson's concept of the message largely disappeared in

communication research. Most interaction analysis schemes

operationalize the relational control dimension of

communication as the grammatical form of statements

(Rogers, 1981), rather than the nonverbal behavior which

constitutes the command in Bateson's explanation.

Millar, Rogers, and Bavelas (1984), for example,

characterize conflict in terms of the frequency of

sequential "one-up" conversational moves, such as

assertions. The claim is that the failure to agree or to

concede a point within a given number of exchanges (three,

in their model) constitutes conflict. The implication of

such an ethnocentric standard of behavior is to derogate
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certain cultural groups, say southern Italians or

blue-collar workers, as particularly prone to conflict and,

perhaps, violence.

In other words, communication is treated as text,

rather than as interaction at multiple levels. And

although persons may well represent interpersonal,

relational conflicts in content language, in the words of

Watzlawick et al. (1967), "whenever relationship is the

central issue of communication, we find that digital

language is almost meaningless" (p. 63).

Conclusion. The relationship in communication

between representational and constitutive aspects is

analogous to the relationship of explicit and implicit

aspects. The implicit structure of a cultural context

shapes the explicit form language assumes in an interaction.

So, too, does behavior frame and shape the content issues

represented in language. The two pairs of dimensions,

however, are different. Behavior may be very explicit or

quite subtle, and the content of communication often is more

implied than stated. One might compare language and content

respectively to actors and their scripts in a play: They

must have a setting and an enactment to make sense.

However, real interaction ordinarily lacks the kind of

planned structure and dramatic closure which reveals the

meaning of a theatrical performance, and instead its "sense"

emerges from the context and through the action. The point
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is that the message construct disproportionately favors the

explicit and representational aspects associated primarily

with language, and overlooks the other, often more important

modes associated with cultural meaning and temporal action.

In the final section of the critique, I examine a third

dichotomy of communication, goal-oriented instrumentality

and knowledge-expanding generativity of communication.

Instrumental and Generative Communication

On the one hand, communication sometimes functions as

the means of achieving objectives, reaching closure, and

doing work. Alternatively, communication also involves

making sense, reaching outward from the known, and

constructing reality. The message exchange paradigm lends

itself to the former view, portraying communication

essentially as an instrumental technology, and obscuring

the creative and indeterminate side of interaction. If

there is no appreciation for the art and ambiguity of

communication, for the sense of participating in the

creation of meaning, then a fundamental human interest in

generating knowledge, experience, and understanding is

arrogated to a purely technical interest in accomplishing

tasks.

My argument essentially is that the current theoretical

construct of the message is constrained by the particular

image of rationalism favored in dominant western cultures.

This "scientific" rationalism has been particularly

----
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successful in explaining relatively deterministic processes

in nature and, to a lesser extent, in society. However,

when applied to explaining the human significance of social

processes, this rationality verges on being ideological and

prescriptive. Necessarily, my argument begins at a level of

social criticism.

The concept of the lifeworld. Jurgen Habermas is

critically concerned with the forms of reasoning which

predominate in the social sciences. He argues that there is

a perpetual, dialectical struggle between different

"cognitive interests" in the communicative practices of

society (Habermas, 1979). The social interest in generating

cooperation and understanding competes with the technical

interest in production and social control. The sciences

generally serve the technical interest through technological

innovation. However, social science, by virtue of its

affiliation with both interests, has an unusual potential to

affect the balance by transforming value questions into

technical issues.

Habermas (1987) adopts the term lifeworld to describe

the intersubjective basis of experience. The lifeworld is

"the unquestioned ground of everything given in my

experience, and the unquestionable frame in which all the

problems I have to deal with are located" (Schutz &

Luckmann, 1974, p. 4). Interestingly, the term "lifeworld"

evokes both of the underplayed aspects of communication we
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have been discussing: the implicit ground of communication

in cultural experience, and the immediate, intersubjective

framing of interaction. It is, however, precisely the sort

of broad, inclusive term which would be impossible to

operationalize in a strictly empirical model of

communication.

The loss of cultural norms. The "uncoupling" of the

existential lifeworld from the formal social and political

system in modernity profoundly affects the communicative

practices of everyday life. In older, tradition-bound forms

of social organization, the lifeworld and the formal social

system were integrated into the single body of culture

(Habermas, 1987; Weber, 1947). The possible meaning of

one's experience was essentially co-extensive with the myth,

ritual, and routine of the social order. With the decline

of traditional societies and the creation of the

bureaucratic modern state, the traditional bases of

consensus--the normative order of an integrated

culture--begin to erode. A competitive, functional

instrumentality becomes the rational standard for

communicative practices.

Habermas (1987) refers to this change as a "one-sided

rationalization of everyday communication practices" (p.

327). Individuals have less confidence in the formerly

unquestioned social norms, less certainty that other persons

can be counted upon to cooperate. Autonomous "subsystems"
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begin to mediate everyday interactions. The legal system,

for example, not only reduces the necessity for face-to-face

confrontation and negotiation over disputes, but tends to

replace it with contracts and third-party judgments.

Financial, administrative, and educational institutions

operated by specialists begin to regulate ever larger

segments of one's life. Social interaction increasingly

demands communicative action geared to achieving one's own

objectives, irrespective of the consequences to others.

The discourse of social science. The technical,

instrumental rationality does not confine itself to

technical problems. Instead, problems of the everyday world

become increasingly institutionalized as "the affairs of

experts." However, professional and, in particular,

academic cultures tend to be removed from the "contexts of

communicative action in daily life" (Habermas, 1987, p.

330). Not only does the traditional cooperative basis of

communication tend to be replaced by a self-serving

instrumentalism, but it is legitimized by the high priests

of modern culture.

Alvin Gouldner (1976) similarly describes a tendency in

modern, technological societies for traditional value

questions to become "scientific and technical problems, to

be resolved by the exclusive discussion of qualified social

scientists...those with technical credentials" (p. 36).

The "credentials" include competence in the discipline's
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rationalized code of discourse--the language game of an

objective science. Its "latent function," Gouldner

maintains, "is to deauthorize all traditional speech, all

speech grounded in traditional societal authority, and to

authorize only the speech of those speaking impersonal and

deauthored speech which is, characteristically, the speech

of the 'well'-educated" (p. 63). A negative feedback loop

from technical culture to traditional culture systematically

reduces the variety of discursive practices to a single,

middle-class standard.

The loss of context. Gouldner (1976) notes a

progressive "decontextualization of discourse" as members of

expert cultures focus attention increasingly on the printed

word and decreasingly on the speaker and the audience to

whom the discourse is addressed. "It is therefore now

easier to assume that the meaning of a communication (as

distinct from its validity) may be understood apart from

the context and occasion of the speech and the speaker" (p.

44). What Gouldner describes in social science discourse is

the message construct, the grammatical structure left over

after the cultural and temporal (space and time) dimensions

of communication have been systematically eliminated. Given

the pervasive instrumentalism characteristic of modernity,

it is perhaps understandable that social scientists should

devise a task-oriented model of communication, with the aim

of explaining what works, instead of what people
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ordinarily do when chatting, thinking out loud, or telling

stories. The problem with the instrumental model is that

other sources of meaning and other outcomes of interaction

are devalued, as if they simply did not count in the study

of real communication.

Recalling Bateson's concept of the two aspects of all

communication, Gouldner (1976) remarks that social

scientists are in the habit of attending strictly to the

report or content component of their discourse, while

remaining silent on its command or control implications:

"It is partly by such silence," he argues, "that the social

sciences attempt to assert their superiority over other

symbol systems, ideologies" (p. 35).

Instrumentalism in the communication paradigm.

Empirical communication researchers generally seem inclined

to dismiss the ideological implications of their work,

arguing that such matters are beyond the neutral aim of

their investigations (Giddens, 1989). What often seems to

happen is that a set of terminology becomes absorbed, but

not the arguments and rationales which inform it. The

uncritical absorption of concepts in a science stems in part

from the "decontextualized" discourse of textbooks, which

perpetuate certain historical models, such as Shannon and

Weaver (1949) devised, as basic paradigms (Kuhn, 1970).

For speech communication inquiry there is an additional

problem in the lack of a critical perspective for examining

.o~ , ,,.... .. ., .. ,, ,,.,.
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the implications of research constructs. As Delia (1987),

Rogers (1989), and other commentators have noted, the

covergence of scholars upon the subject of communication in

the 1940s and 1950s initially brought together varied

perspectives of social theorists, rhetoricians, and

psychologists, among others. This interdisciplinary unity

was short-lived, however, and an early division of the

field involved the migration of researchers studying mass

media into existing journalism departments, taking with them

a critical social perspective on the consequences of

communication.

A second division within the field involved the virtual

segregation of humanistic-rhetorical studies from social

scientific research, a division reflected in the publishing

practices of different journals and in many academic

departments. Consequently, the traditional interests of

rhetoric in knowledge, argument, and persuasion were largely

split-off from the empirical study of interpersonal

processes. Researchers in interpersonal communication were

left with the empirical research methodology borrowed from

experimental psychology, but with little in the way of

critical methodology. Hence, one finds researchers doing

controlled studies with fixed messages, measuring meaning as

response frequencies, and calling the work "communication."

Toward a generative concept of communication. I have

not meant to suggest that the discourse of communication
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inquiry is responsible for the instrumentalism of modern

society, but rather for perpetuating that instrumentalism

without criticism. What I mean by the instrumentality of

message exchange is that the paradigm reduces communication

to one functional level. One might say that "getting a

message across" is an apt expression for acts of advocacy

and persuasion, and that "getting the message" succinctly

characterizes the complementary acts of acceptance and

compliance. The paradigm of an exchange process, however,

implies that communication necessarily entails accomplishing

some specific objective. It begins to look as if

communicating were a sort of mechanical activity.

What I mean by generativity is somewhat harder to

describe, if only because it is less definitive, less

bounded than instrumentalism, and more common to everyday

interaction. Communication scholars refer to "phatic"

communication as "the small talk that precedes the big

talk...that opens the channels of communication so that the

important and significant issues may be discussed" (DeVito,

1986, p. 228). However, there is something more substantial

in ordinary interaction than that of being a preliminary to

message exchanges. Generativity is the growth potential in

communication when interaction is relatively unrestrained

and lacking in self-consciousness. Paradoxically, it is

communication that serves the social interest in cooperation

and understanding by not being obligated to serve it.
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Scott's (1968) notion of "rhetoric as epistemic" and

Habermas's (1987) "ideal speech situation" of unconstrained

discourse are concepts of expansive, knowledge-generating

communication; however, they rely on rational argument and

persuasion. The image of generativity that I have in mind

is grounded in ordinary, often nonrational experience. It

incorporates the practical knowledge one gathers from

experience into the spontaneous expressions of the present,

without conscious regard to gaining anything from them. In

effect, if instrumental communication is a short story,

with a distinctive message, then generative communication

is a full length novel telling many stories.

The analogy to a novel implies a relationship between

the concept of generativity and the theoretical basis of

communication research. If one wishes to understand the

social construction of meaning in a community of discourse,

one would do well to record as complete an account of

ordinary interactions as one can produce; what has been

called "thick description" in ethnography (Geertz, 1973).

If there were not a generative potential, communication

could never burst the bounds of "rationalized" cultural

knowledge, and bring about the kind of paradigm shifts

exemplified historically in social movements and scientific

revolutions. Epistemological perspectives probably change

more through communicative practices than from major

discoveries (Kuhn, 1970). Even at the level of everyday
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interpersonal interaction, communication not only alters the

contents of knowledge, but also transforms the contexts of

knowing and understanding.

Conclusion. There is no question that there are

explicit, representational, and instrumental aspects to

communication. The critical question is whether we do a

disservice to human understanding by centering our inquiry

on just those aspects, and by teaching others to think only

in those ways about communicating. Should not the models of

communication we employ in our discussions reflect the

influences of human culture, conduct, and learning on

communication process?

The implicit, constitutive, and generative aspects

which I have discussed comprise extensive modifications to

the message exchange paradigm of communication. Instead of

a mechanical, linear process for the transfer of inherent

meaning, we find multidimensional, emergent processes from

which meaning is constructed. Certainly it would complicate

matters to introduce the added dimensions to our discussions

of communication; but without them, it seems that we tend to

fall back upon a positivist epistemology from which many,

perhaps most, scholars in the field of communication desire

to be free.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

Limitations and Recommendations

The foregoing study constitutes a preliminary

investigation and critique of the message construct, and

consequently there are limitations in the present report.

For example, a legitimate question could be raised as to the

representativeness of the samples in the textbook and

magazine analyses. Only a very limited number of current

introductory textbooks were inspected, which does not

constitute empirical evidence of a paradigmatic status for

the basic process model. Similarly, the survey of popular

magazines focused on, and drew :inferences from, a very small

segment of mass culture.

A more thorough investigation would expand the samples

to include more items within the existing categories of

analysis and in some additional ones as well. For instance,

it might be advisable to compare textbooks and magazines

from several different time periods to create a historical

perspective on the development of the paradigm. For a

broader cultural analysis one might survey magazines

representing greater diversity, such as those targeted to

specfic ethnic groups and "life-style" subcultures. Other

forms of mass culture media could also be examined for

88
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communication metaphors and implicit models, including

television and radio talk shows, relationship seminars, and

advice columns in newspapers.

While these limitations do constitute a threat to the

empirical validation of the study, I have argued that the

research was intended to explore and illustrate, rather than

to verify a theoretical construct. The more serious

limitations involve theoretical and critical weaknesses.

A number of issues were raised which were not dealt

with comprehensively in the critique. For example, the

issue of gender differences in communication styles loomed

large in the magazine analysis, but not in the critique. My

rationale for not having returned to the issue is that it

seemed to involve perceptions related to the difference

between implicitness and explicitness of communication, and

that subject was explored in the critique. Nevertheless,

my study clearly indicates a need for more work on the

powerful influence of gender on communication, and I would

like to think that the study contributed modestly to it.

Also, the subject of the mediation of communication by

symbols was brought up in the distinction between signals

and messages in the Shannon and Weaver (1949) model, but was

not explored much beyond that. The way in which symbols

become culturally significant is an important issue, and is

properly dealt with in the field of cultural semiotics.

However, it would have taken the present study too far

e ,
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afield to contend with it. Similarly, the problematic

relationship between information and meaning deserves more

attention. If they are indeed cultural rivals, as Weaver

(Shannon & Weaver, 1949) suggests, that would have troubling

implications for an "information society."

Finally, in attempting to "deconstruct" the message

construct and to draw out some aspects of communicating

which seemed to be neglected in the paradigm, I may have

over-emphasized the restrictive side of research practices

in the field. Almost certainly I have distorted the

arguments of other authors, without meaning to do so. My

analysis may have itself fallen victim to the message

construct--to seeing inherent meaning where there is only

obvious pattern. Because I cannot judge that for myself, I

would welcome the critical attention of other scholars.

Tentative Conclusions

An epistemological construct. When talking about

communication and social reality, one remains tentative

about the meaning of relationships that are uncovered, not

because one awaits more information to complete the

explanation, but because knowledge is continually being

generated. The aspects of communication discussed in the

critique are my interpretations of the theoretical discourse

of others, which I have framed around the construct of the

message. I have tried to show that the message seems to

stand Janus-faced at the intersection of some major
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dichotomies in the epistemology of communication theory:

subjective and objective, implicit and explicit, qualitative

and quantitative, humanistic and scientific, and so forth.

And while these are useful distinctions for the sake of

argument, on close examination they often seem less clearly

divided. Nevertheless, I believe that the characterization

of the message as a construct provides us with a means to

talk about the differences in accepted ways of knowing.

An evaluative metaphor. It became increasingly

evident during the investigation that message is less the

ontological metaphor that it appears to be, less the

designation of a type of thing found in communicative

events, and rather more of an evaluation or judgment,

similar to an assessment of "good" or "significant." Anyone

who has scanned a text in search of the "gist" or waited for

a story-teller to get to the "point," recognizes that a

message is often what one makes it, not something given.

This seems clearly to be the way the term is used

culturally, and it may be equally true, although

unacknowledged, in much of the communication research

literature. Perhaps it would be useful to preserve a

qualitative distinction between a signal or communication

which "intends," and a message which "means."

Aspects of emergent structure in communication.

After struggling with the terminology of the critique, it

finally occurred to me that the three alternative concepts
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examined--implicit, constitutive, and generative

aspects--could be used to refer to the emergent, temporal

structure of communication. That is, the implicit aspect

refers to the background or history of a context, the

constitutive aspect refers to the immediate form of the

relationship, and the generative aspect is its extension

into the future. As we interact, we depend on the

conventional understanding we have of the situation, we

constitute our relationship in the present, and we create a

new pattern that guides us into the unknown future. Part of

the complexity of communication resides in the fact that

these aspects occur simultaneously in each moment of

interaction. As we focus attention on just one aspect, we

tend to lose sight of the others.

An alternative image. The major flaw in the basic

model of communication seems to me to be the poverty of its

imagery. The sparse engineer's schematic does little to

encourage anyone to contemplate the remarkable and

paradoxical process of human beings trying to reach

understanding with one another, by the most wonderfully

imperfect means. What may be needed is a different image, a

kind of "thought exercise," portraying a more emergent form

of communication.

Physicist and philosopher David Bohm (1980) wrestled

with the problem of the dichotomy between particle and wave

models of subatomic phenomena, both of which seem to be
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experimentally validated depending on the kind of research

approach one takes. He wanted to show how both images--one

discrete and the other continuous--might describe the same

phenomenon seen to emerge from an "implicate order" at

separate times, and his illustration could serve as a

conceptual motion picture for communicating in context.

Bohm describes an experiment consisting of a viscous

liquid medium into which a drop of insoluble ink is

introduced. The medium is then slowly rotated or stirred,

dispersing the ink "spot" into a finer and finer thread as

it is taken up into the liquid. In Bohm's term, the ink

becomes "enfolded" into the medium, eventually becoming

nothing more than a hint of grey.

However, by carefully reversing the rotation, one can

unfold the "spot," which emerges first as a smear and

eventually reconstitutes itself into approximately its

original form. Whether one observes a spot, a curve, a ring

pattern, or an amorphous blur will depend upon when one

makes the observation.

One may alter the rate, angle, or direction of

rotation, enfolding the ink in a different pattern. More

ink may be added at different times and places, creating

overlapping images. Out of this more complex pattern,

distinct spots will seem to appear spontaneously, merge, and

dissolve again into the background.
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If one were to imagine the ink as a form of signal, and

the medium as an enveloping context, the relationship of the

one to the other might be thought of as a message. It can

be seen that the context deforms and distorts the signal,

but also preserves or recalls it at a different level of

order. In fact, the signal has no form without the context,

nor has the context any defining features without the

signal. Each one brings out the other.

The image is meant to be more of an analogy than a

model of communication. It does not present a series of

discrete steps from a fixed start to an obvious finish;

instead the process seems to begin in the middle and change

with each passing moment. It does not specify who makes a

message or who gets it, or just exactly of what the context

consists; these elements are left open to discussion. And

in all of these ways, the analogy may constitute a more

accurate, more inclusive image of what ordinarily transpires

in communicating than does the message construct. Instead

of reifying the structure of communication, the analogy

encourages us to make sense of what we know. It invites us

to consider how we communicate with language and behavior,

and what constraints our histories, environments, and

expectations impose on our communication--in short, what we

mean when we talk about "communication."
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